ABSTRACT For a class of repetitive linear discrete-time-invariant systems with the unit relative degree, a learning-gain-adaptive iterative learning control (LGAILC) mechanism is exploited, for which the iteration-wise performance index is to maximize the declining quantity of tracking-error energies at two adjacent operations without considering control input and any parameters, and the argument is the iterationtime-variable learning-gain vector. By taking advantage of rows/columns exchanging transformations and matrix theory, an explicit learning-gain vector is solved, which exhibits that the learning-gain vector is not only dependent upon the system Markov parameters but also relevant to the iteration-time-wise tracking errors. Benefited from the orthogonality of the rows/columns exchanging transformation, it is derived that the LGAILC scheme is non-conditionally strictly monotonically convergent. For the sake of ensuring the LGAILC to be robust to the system parameters' uncertainties, a pseudo-LGAILC strategy is developed whose system Markov parameter-based learning-gain vector involves the system parameters' uncertainties. Rigorous induction delivers that the pseudo strategy is strictly monotonically convergent with a wider uncertainty degree, which implies that the pseudo strategy is robust to the system parameters' uncertainties in a wider range. The numerical simulations demonstrate the validity and effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
With rapid development of science and technology conforming to human beings continual pursuing of high-quality living convenience, it becomes quite popular for a machine such as a robot to have capability to learn from human beings. For the sake of making such an intelligent machine to perform in accordance with human beings intention and instruction, some forms of human being-like learning mechanism must be artificially embedded into the machine to guide its operation. For the regard, the technique of the iterative learning control (ILC) has been acknowledged as one of the key artificial intelligent strategies invented for a robotic system to track a desired trajectory when the system operates repetitively over a fixed finite time interval [1] , [2] . The fundamental mechanism of the ILC is the Arimoto-type that generates the control command of the next iteration by compensating for the current command with historical or current tracking discrepancy. The target is to drive the system to track the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yangquan Chen. desired trajectory as precisely as possible as the operation repeats. It is the less prior of system knowledge requirement for algorithmic construction and convergence insurance that the ILC attracts numerous attention and devotion since its invention [3] - [9] .
In order to executively and successfully embed an iterative learning control scheme to an intelligent machine, the data must be sampled and saved in discrete-time mode. Owing to finite-time length of the ILC systems, the lifted-vector-matrix technique has been inspected as a powerful tool for system dynamics description, algorithmic formulation and performance analysis, etc. One algorithmic mode is passive that the learning compensation is composed of the system state or output discrepancies with the learning gain not involving the system parameters [10] - [16] . For examples, the derivativetype (D-type) ILCs with fixed constant learning gains might guarantee asymptotical convergence [17] - [19] , which are inspiring in the point of mathematical view but hardly implementable in practice as the transient learning performance would get beyond error tolerance. Alternatively, a downto-earth D-type ILC mechanism is to choose the derivative learning gain being iteration-invariant but time-varying in a descending exponential form so that the tracking error was monotonically convergent [20] . But the choices of the learning gains are individual preference with not obeying any criterion.
Another active algorithmic mode is to make use of system dynamics information that the learning profile is constituted by optimizing some form of performance index. Earlier efforts have paid to minimizing the time-wise tracking error norm and types of optimal iterative learning control (OILC) laws have been achieved in virtue of numerical techniques such as steepest descending method, Newton-Raphson method and Gauss-Newton method [21] . A representative progress has been the norm-optimal ILC (NOILC) [22] , [23] , where the argument is no other but the control input with the iterative learning format induced from the performance index structure. In authors' opinion, the NOILC paradigm is belonging to the optimal control community rather than the ILC field. As thus, confined to optimal control style, the learning-gain matrix requires complex computation for the solution to a Riccati equation for algorithmic causality. Since the learning-gain matrix is irrelevant to the desired trajectory, in other words, no involving tracking errors, the NOILC is a linear law with no adaption. The follow-up dedications are including predictive NOILC [24] , accelerated NOILC [25] , time-varying NOILC [26] , [27] , non-minimum phase system NOILC [28] , [29] frequency-domain NOILC [30] , [31] , nonlifted NOILC [32] , [33] and so on, for improving learning performance, generalizing applicable systems or deducing computational complexity, etc. But the schematic ideas are still the optimal control concept.
For the sake of reducing the complexity, a substitutable approach is the parameter optimal ILC (POILC) scheme [34] , where the argued parameter is the single-dimensional learning gain given that it is time-invariant but iteration-varying. The implementation of the POILC rule is evidently much simple. But, the monotone convergence requires the system Markov parameters matrix to be positive definite. Despite of the crucial requirement, the subsequent efforts are made mainly on modifying the parameters so as to accelerate the convergence rate [35] - [38] . Afterwards, an inspiring POILC is that the argument is the full-dimensional iteration-timevariable learning-gain vector [39] , of which the performance index is an algebraic sum of the tracking error energy at the next iteration and the learning effort intensity assessed by the 2-norm of the learning-gain vector and tuned by a fixed positive factor. Deficiently, the strictly monotone convergence is definite only for the case when all components of the current tracking-error vector are nonzero but obscure when the part components are zero. This is vitally imperfect because the usual case for an effective ILC is that more and more components of the tracking-error vector approach to nullity as iteration goes on. Very recently, the authors have modified the tuning factor as an iteration-wise one and have confirmed non-conditionally strictly monotonic convergence and discussed the effect of the tuning factor in a rigorous manner [40] . The exploitation delivered that the additive learning effort intensity makes the optimal learninggain vector to be trivially solvable but it might alleviate the convergence rate.
Regardless of the significance as well as the limitations, it is inarguable that the above-mentioned NOILCs and POILCs are highly relevant to the system Markov parameters. It is thus much possible that the uncertainty of the system parameters may deteriorate the learning performance. In terms of robustness of those NOILCs and POILCs to system parameters uncertainties, the existing methodology is mainly z-transform technique in frequency domain [30] , [31] , [35] , [36] . The robustness analyses are principally based on convolutional integral theorem of z-transform that converts the output expressed as a convolutional integral of the impulse response and the input to the multiplication of their z-transforms. However, the conclusions are controversial because z-transform technique is applicable to the system dynamics evolving along infinite-length time domain and thus the convolutional integral theorem is no longer true for the finite-length ILC systems [41] . Besides, for the z-transform-based robustness analysis in literatures [31] , [35] , [36] , [42] , [43] , the system is required to be stable. The stability requirement, in authors' point of view, is out of reasonability as the time-domain convergence analysis is in virtue of iteration direction with no concerning the stability.
Overviewing Motivated by the above questions, this paper answers the questions in a rigorous manner.
The remainders are arranged as follows. Section II presents a learning-gain-adaptive iterative learning control mechanism. Section III derives strictly monotonic convergence. In Section IV, a pseudo learning-gain-adaptive iterative learning control strategy is established and the robustness to the system parameters uncertainties is addressed. Numerical simulations are made in Section V and Section VI concludes the work.
II. LEARNING-GAIN-ADAPTIVE ITERATIVE LEARNING CONTROL SCHEME
Consider a class of single-input-single-output (SISO) LDTI systems whose dynamics is described as
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Let
T denote the N -dimensional impulse signal sequence and stimulate system (1) . Then the output takes a form of
Here, vector g is assigned as the impulse response sequence of the system (1). Thus, for any input sequence
T , the output sequence of system (1) is expressed as
Here, G is assigned as Markov parameters matrix of system (1). Then system (1) becomes
From the expression, it is notable that the singularity of Markov parameters matrix G depends upon the nullity of elements g 1 , g 2 , · · · , g N . In this paper, we firstly exploit a learning-gain-adaptive iterative learning control scheme for the case when the relative degree of system (1) is unity, that is,
T is a desired trajectory for system (3) to follow. Let
T be an arbitrarily initialiteration input and
T be its output, respectively. Then, the tracking error e 1 between the desired trajectory and the output is e 1 = y d − y 1 . By compensating for u 1 (n) with its output error e 1 (n + 1), the input u 2 (n) of the second iteration, for n = 0, 1, ···, N −1, is generated. A learning-gain-adaptive iterative learning control (LGAILC) is formulated as follows. u 1 (n) : given arbitrarily;
Here, ϒ k (n+1) is assigned as the iteration-time-wise learning gain to be adapted in the following.
Recall that the objective of constructing an ILC scheme is to enable the tracking error as smaller as possible, that is, the declining quantity of the tracking-error energies at two adjacent operations is as much as possible as the iteration continues.
Denote lifted vectors and matrix as
Thus, we define an iteration-wise performance index as
Obviously, the optimization problem (5) is equivalent to the minimization problem as
where
T is termed as an iteration-time-variable learning-gain vector (ITVLGV). Provided that the input u is undertaken by u k , then equation (3) becomes
Correspondingly, the LGAILC (4) is compacted as
It should state that the LGAILC (4) has been firstly innovated in literature [39] , where the performance index is as follows.
where w > 0 is a tuning factor and the term Υ k 2 is regarded as the learning effort intensity.
Benefited from the scalar tuning factor choice w > 0, the additive learning effort intensity of the second term in the right hand of (9) makes the optimal learning-gain vector to be ordinarily solvable but it might confine the convergence rate. One alternative candidate is to set the tuning factor to be iteration-varying which has been involved in authors' other work. Another candidate is not to consider the learning effort intensity addressed in this paper.
Before going to the convergence analysis, an important lemma is presented as follows.
Lemma 1 [44] : (I − P)
P k if and only if ρ(P) < 1, where ρ(P) is the spectral radius of the square matrix P.
Throughout the paper, denote ρ(P) and λ(P) as the spectral radius and eigenvalue of the square matrix P, respectively. 
III. STRICTLY MONOTONIC CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
As the performance index (6) does not contain the learning effort intensity, the solution of the optimal ITVLGV Υ k gets nontrivial and the corresponding convergence analysis becomes complicated. What follows is the discussion.
Theorem 1: There exists a unique ITVLGV solution Υ k to the minimization problem (6) so that the corresponding LGAILC updating law (8) drives system (7) to reach the result as follows.
Statement 1-1: e k+1
Proof: Equation (3) and LGAILC (8) gives rise to
Hence
Then
Letting the gradient ∇J (Υ k ) of J (Υ k ) with respect to the argument Υ k be zero yields
What follows is to discuss the existence and uniqueness of Υ k . Case 1: Matrix E k is nonsingular. From (12) it is no difficult to derive the unique optimized learning-gain vector is
Then the LGAILC (8) becomes
In addition,
Therefore, the Statement 1-1 holds.
Here, ε j marks an N -dimensional unity vector whose the j-th component is unity and the others are zero, for j = 1, · · ·, N . Then,ê k = 0,Ê k = 0 and the matrixẼ k is nonsingular.
As the first up to the N -th columns of the matrix k are respectively the i 1 -th up to the i s k -th then the l 1 -th up to the l N −s k -th columns of unity matrix I, according to the property of elementary matrix, the matrix k may exchange the i 1 -th up to the i s k -th then the l 1 -th up to the l N −s k -th columns of a matrix to the first up to the N -th columns while k is rightmultiplied. Simultaneously, the matrix T k may exchange the i 1 -th up to the i s k -th then the l 1 -th up to the l N −s k -th rows of a matrix to the first up to the N -th rows while T k is leftmultiplied. Here T k presents the transpose of matrix k . For convenience, k is assigned as columns exchanging transformation matrix whilst T k is rows exchanging transformation matrix, respectively. It is confirmative that k is orthogonal and
As thus, by matrix multiplication, we have
According to the denotations of T k and k , we have
Here, each of '' * '' marks some element of matrix G. Denote
is an s k × s k -dimensional square matrix whilstĜ k ,G k and G k are matrices with appropriate dimensions, respectively. It is seen that the matrixG k is lower triangular with diagonal elements being identical as g 1 . Therefore,G k is invertible owing to the assumption g 1 = CB = 0. Left-multiplying T k to equation (12) and considering the property
. Namely
Equivalently, equation (15) becomes
Therefore, there exists a unique solutionΥ k to the first equation of (16) as
Besides, according to the denotation specification, the components of the vectorΥ k are response to the null components of the tracking-error vector. It is thus compatible to fix Υ k = 0. Therefore the learning gain vector Υ k is expressed as
That is,
Remind that the matrixG k is nonsingular. This implies that the column rank of the matrixḠ k = G k G k is full. Therefore the matrixḠ T kḠ k =G T kG k +Ĝ T kĜ k is nonsingular and positive definite.
From (17), we havẽ
Left-multiplying T k to equation (10) and substituting (19) 
From the confirmation thatG k is invertible, we havẽ
. Computing inner product to both sides of the above equation (20) conducts
As the matrixG 
Therefore, equation (21) gives rise to
From property of eigenvalues, we have
Substituting (24) into (23) makes
Denote
Therefore, the Statement 1-2 is ensured. Remark 1: The conclusion for case 1 means that the LGAILC scheme is a model-inversion scheme and it is oneiteration convergent. The conclusion is of course perfect but strongly relies on the exact precision of the system parameters. In addition, the formula (18) expresses the optimal learning-gain vector in an explicit form that contains tracking error information. This means that the learning-gain vector is adaptive to the tracking error information. Importantly, Theorem 1 conveys that the strictly monotonic convergence is guaranteed without any conditional requirement to the system Markov parameters matrix except the structural property of unit relative degree. This turns to be the ILC scheme pursuing. Willingly, it is expectable to embed the scheme into some iterative techniques, such as an interactive iterative learning identification and control profile for system parameters identification and desired trajectory tracking.
Remark 2: As the upper right elements of the system Markov parameter matrix G are zeros, according to the utility of matrices T k and k , the elements of the submatrixG k contains couples of zeros. Therefore, the eigenvalue λ max G −T kĜ T kĜ kG −1 k may be very small. From the recursive tracking error inequality (25), we may guess that the tracking error converges with a faster rate.
IV. PSEUDO LGAILC RULE AND ROBUSTNESS TO SYSTEM PARAMETERS UNCERTAINTY
Note that the result of Theorem 1 is expectedly perfect given that the system parameters are available in precise. This is ideal but hardly to be realizable in practical execution due to unavoidable uncertainties. This section concerns with a pseudo LGAILC for robustness to system parameters uncertainties.
Suppose that the approximations of matrices A, B and C in system (1) are taking the forms asÃ = A+ A,B = B+ B andC = C + C, where A, B and C represent the uncertainties, respectively. Denote
By following all notions and assumptions exhibited in Sections II and III, a pseudo LGAILC (PLGAILC) algorithm for system (7) is established as
Here, the learning-gain vector Υ k is formulated as follows.
Here,˜ k ,ˆ k ,˘ k and k are from the expression
It is observed that the PLGAILC (26) with learning-gain vectors (27) and (28) is equivalent to replacing the exact Markov parameters matrix G in LGAILC (8) by its approximate . Mind that
Here
Theorem 2: Assume that the PLGAILC (26) with learninggain vectors (27) or (28) is applied to system (7). Then the PLGAILC (26) is strictly monotonically convergent if the uncertainty G satisfies the conditions as following
Taking the assumption (A1) into account and utilizing formula in Lemma 1 lead to
Substituting the PLGAILC algorithm (26) with learning-gain vector (27) into (7) along with considering formula (31) conduct
Taking inner product to both sides of above equation (32) achieves
Case 2: E k is singular. From the system dynamics (7) and the expression of the PLGAILC (26) with learning-gain vector (28), we have
Similar to the conduction of the equality (20) and substituting the learning gain expression (28) into equation (34) yields
Computing inner product to both sides of equation (35) makes
Considering the formulae (29) and (30) results tõ
Analogously, by considering the assumption (A2) and formula in Lemma 1 lead to
Substituting formulations (37) and (38) into (36) arrives in
From the assumptions (A3) and (A4), the conclusion is evident from the inequality (33) for case 1 and the inequality (39) for case 2, respectively. This completes the proof. For simplicity, it is reasonable to denote
as the relative uncertainty degree of the system Markov parameters matrix G.
Remark 3:
From the proof derivation of Theorem 2, it is observed that the range of the relative uncertainty degree h must guarantee the assumptions (A3) and (A4) hold so that the inequalities (33) and (39) induce the convergence. As mentioned in Remark 2 that the convergence factor q k for the tracking error relationship (25) may be very smaller, the uncertainty G of the system Markov parameters matrix G may have a wider range.
Remark 4: It is noted that
In usual case, the assumption (A3)
Thus 0 < h < 0.5.
Remark 5:
It is noticed that Theorem 2 is proved in discrete-time domain directly. The analytic techniques are mainly matrix theory, namely, algebraic approach. On behalf of the inherent attributes of the system Markov parameter matrix and rows/columns exchanging transformation, the robustness is guaranteed with no requirement of the system stability. Hence, the conclusions renewed the existing results.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Consider an SISO LDTI system as follows. 
It is testified that CB = 0.25 = 0 which means the relative degree of system (40) is unity. In addition, it is computed that the spectral radius of system (40) is ρ (A) = 1.0037. This implies that the system (40) is unstable. Provided that the desired trajectory is given as y d (n + 1) = 7.5 × 10 −4 n 2 (4 − 0.05n), n ∈ S. The initial state is chosen as x k (0) = [0 0 0] T . The simulations consist of two parts. The first part is the validity and effectiveness for the LGAILC scheme (8) and the second part is for the PLGAILC scheme (26) with learning-gain vectors (27) and (28), respectively. Throughout the section, the tracking error is computed in the sense of 2-norm in discrete-time domain as
Part 1: Numerical simulations for LGAILC (8) .
Comparison 1-1:
The matrix E 1 is nonsingular. Set the beginning control input as u 1 (n) = 1, n ∈ S. Figure 1 exhibits the output y 1 and the desired trajectory y d . It is calculated that the tracking-error vector e 1 = y d − y 1 has no component being zero because the intersected points are not at sampling instants. Figure 2 depicts that the tracking error vanishes at the second iteration.
Comparison 1-2:
The matrix E 1 is singular. For the sake of generating an initial-iteration control input u 1 so that its output y 1 makes part components of the trackingerror vector e 1 = y d − y 1 to be null, choose the components of the output y 1 as 
Then, u 1 = G −1 y 1 is captured and it drives system (40) to reach e 1 (4m + 1) = 0, for m = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, 19, which means that the matrix E 1 is singular. Figure 3 exhibits the tracking behaviors as the iteration goes on where the dash curve stands for the desired trajectory, the solid, dotted and dash-dotted ones are the outputs at the first, the second and the fourth iterations, respectively. Figure 4 depicts the tracking error tendency along iteration direction.
Both figures demonstrate that the LGAILC tracks the desired trajectory within a fewer of iterations.
Part 2: Numerical simulations for PLGAILC (26) Arbitrarily generate the uncertainties as Figure 5 depicts comparable tracking error tendency of the LGAILC (8) and that of the PLGAILC (26) with learning-gain vectors (27) and (28) for the uncertainties being Generation1 along iteration direction, which shows that the LGAILC scheme converges to zero at the second iteration whilst the pseudo scheme runs more iterations for convergence. Figure 6 exhibits the tracking error tendency for the PLGAILC (26) with learning-gain vectors (27) and (28) for the uncertainties being Generations1, 2 and 3 where h = 0.4580, h = 0.3045 and h = 0.1561, respectively. The exhibition conveys that the PLGAILC is robust to the uncertainties with a wider relative uncertainty degree and the larger uncertainty degree renders slower convergence. 
Comparison 2-2:
The matrix E 1 is singular. The control input u 1 is chosen as the same as in Comparison 1-2. Figure 7 compares the tracking error tendency of the LGAILC (8) and the PLGAILC (26) with learninggain vectors (27) and (28) for uncertainty Generation 1 along iteration direction. It is noticeable that both the LGAILC and the PLGAILC operate with quite good convergence and the LGAILC algorithm converges faster than the pseudo scheme. (26) for the uncertainties Generations1, 2 and 3, which conveys that the pseudo scheme is robust to the uncertainties with a wider uncertainty range.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper exploits a learning-gain-adaptive iterative learning control (LGAILC) mechanism in an optimal sense. For the profile, the objective function considers the maximum of the tracking errors declining quantity at two adjacent iterations and the argument is the iteration-time-wise learning-gain vector. Benefited from the feature of the linear discrete-timeinvariant systems with unity relative degree and based on algebraic approach regarding matrix theory, the learning-gain vector is determined in an explicit form which is adaptive to the iteration-wise tracking-error vector. Perhaps because the argument of the learning-gain vector is full-dimensional, that is, the dimension of the argument is the same as the sampling number, the adaptability of the learning-gain vector is ultimate. The strictly monotonic convergence requires nothing to the system Markov parameters matrix except unit system relative degree. For exploring the robustness to the system parameters uncertainties, a pseudo LGAILC is developed and the monotonic convergence is made with a wider uncertainty scope. However, the work does not involve the robustness to the initial state shifts and measurement noise. Some open issues are including time-varying systems, iteration-varying systems, iteration-varying desired trajectories, and so on.
